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Vallery Puri, The Artist & Her Art
“I dream my paintings and paint my dream
- Vincent Vangogh
The first thing that strikes you when you meet Vallery Puri is her colourful personality, sheer vibrancy and zest for life. Not
surprisingly she says-“A love for art, be it painting, music or dance runs in the family and is in my genes”. She spent about 10 years
jetting around the world as an air hostess during which time she didn’t touch a paint brush. When she started painting again, she
began with a pen, some ink, and an acrylic shade –gold or copper on paper and gradually progressed on to acrylic followed by oils on
canvas.
Her paintings have the vivacity that is visible in her personality. They are more of an autobiographical sojourn characterized by an
almost infectious vibrancy. The two things that attract you to Vallery are her genuineness and her honest unpretensious style.
“I paint what I feel and just follow the flow intuitively. My moods and my whole being has always reacted to colour from the time I
can remember. I feel and live colours, whether it is wearing them, being surrounded by them or splashing them on my canvas.
My paintings are a journey of self discovery. Like me, they are straight forward, simplistic, self explanatory, child like, caricaturistic,
colourful, joyful, optimistic, questioning, wondering and humor filled. All of them have a story of sorts--- a dream, a thought, a
moment, an emotion captured as an impression of what I see and absorb. I see shapes in everything—Clouds,smoke, walls, tiles
,trees. I feel the lighter more fun side of things, even if it’s a serious issue----infact, more so on a serious issue. Laughter is a very
favorite part of life for me.
I have been painting from the time I can remember and before that as my parents remind me. Serious goal oriented painting with
exhibitions in mind began on the morning of 8th Jan 1996. It was a dream on the night of 7th Jan that literally spoke to me and guided
me to my destiny, helping me in finding my true calling. Fortunately I listened and followed my dream. My styles have evolved and
matured over the years and continue to do so. I still watch my dreams closely as they shower me with visuals and wisdom.
I am strongly influenced by the power of nature and how it in turn controls us. The way we think, feel and are. These emotions spill
out on my canvas in a way that is figurative, descriptive, busy at times and otherwise simple and straight., expressing the state of
mind I am in. Colours, compositions, and combinations are simply a form of communicating the varied emotions I feel as life
unfolds with all its twists and turns.
Inspired by all that surrounds me, my work is rarely pre-meditated. My brush simply follows my heart and it continues to lead me to
where ever that is I am going to…….
As I am self taught, there is no real rule or method that I adhere to. I learn with every painting and that adds to the wonder, the miracle,
the gift that am so incredibly lucky to have been blessed with. In the beginning all I needed was black ink and cartridge paper. As
weeks passed several colours, mediums and tools joined me in my travels from paper to canvas. Its been a thoroughly exciting
adventure in experimentation. What truly touches me is the “Joy” that comes just by playing with colours .
When I am not painting, I create jewelry. Its fun and I can actually walk around wearing a piece that was created moments ago!! Sort
of “fresh from the oven” feel to it. There is always something new to look forward to, experiment with and of course learn from. I
consider myself blessed and thank the Universe wholeheartedly for this.”

Global Dreaming

The 'Other Art' of Vallery Puri

Vallery Puri is an urban artist whose art reflects many aspects of our modern urban environment that blends multi-storeyed
blocks of flats, huddled villas and gardens full of exotic flowers, birds and butterflies with incongruous elements like stray
cattle, jammed roads and epic gods and goddesses that share our daily lives with their human quirks and foibles that give them
a familiarity which only epic heroes have.

The lexicon of Contemporary painting since the twentieth century would be incomplete without an understanding of the role
played in the evolution of its language by certain recently-acknowledged schools --- 'Other Art', Naive and Primitive Art,
Tribal and Folk idioms, Kitsch, 'Camp', 'Outsider Art', and Grafitti. It is in such genres that painters like Vallery Puri represent
one of the credible barometers of the actual times we inhabit.

This familiarity is reflected also in a figurative style that takes off from the caricature, giving her art the quality of EuroAmerican Pop art or Japanese Manga paintings that use familiar comic book characters in a two-dimensional frame to create a
full-fledged contemporary art statement. In her work too, the figures from popular imagery are an inviting entry into a dream
world of colour, line and texture.

Before the twentieth century, the term 'Naive Art' was formally seen as that done without any formal artistic training or an art
degree. However, in current times, there exist academies for 'Naive Art' as a recognised art-genre that is represented at many art
institutions as one of the relevant psychological mirrors of our milieu.

The bright colours she uses are reminiscent of the folk art of Haiti and Latin American popular art in which colours constitute a
visual rhythmic element that makes the figures and lines throb with life. These rhythms give her works an authenticity while
the caricatures allow for a familiar note to be struck while viewing them.
Hers is a globalised popular artistic expression. It is well-executed, bright and brimming with the joy of life. As such it serves
us well in uncertain times with the familiar comforts of a dream world of exotic birds, butterflies and beetles interspersed with
suburban villas, high rise buildings and streets jammed with traffic and India's 1.2 billion people in all their variety.
But the artistic quality that permeates her work is her capacity to harmonize so many different figures, colours and
environments into bigger and bigger units that finally cover the canvas as a whole like wild flowers in a meadow or moss on
rocks welding their hard surface in soft structures that give one a sense of joy without losing out on the incongruities of life that
go into making them what they are.
The strength of these works is in the way the artist has internalised the different elements of the environment that surround us in
mega cities. They partly devour the countryside and partly refurbish it in their own image in a manicured mise-en-scene that
still has to accept crowded streets and spaces with stray cattle in its concession to brute reality. And it is the artist's capacity to
tie them up in ribbons of colour that allows them to co-exist as a homogenised whole, giving them their special appeal.

SUNEET CHOPRA
Art Critic, Writer

In India, such senior artists as Madhvi Parekh, Naina Kanodia, Jogen Chowdhury and Jamini Roy have consistently applied
the Naive Folk-art idiom in their oeuvres with considerable panache and originality, evolving new manners of contemporary
seeing. In the west, this Naive genre has been represented in a vast variety of stylistic manners by a pantheon of modernists,
including the Fauvists, Henri Rousseau, Diego Rivera, Grandma Moses, Marc Chagall, Edward Hicks, Paul Klee, Pollock,
Matisse, and such Grafitti-inspired urban 'pop' artists as Keith Haring.
In order to understand the painterly language of Naivete and 'Other Art,' we must first be aware that the formal classification of
this stylistic genre involves certain specific aspects which might, at first glance, considerably disturb an eye schooled in
Classicism and Renaissance templates. By stark contrast --- in fact, almost as an act of rebellion against Classicism --- the
Naive genre is characterised by an apparently 'childlike simplicity', as opposed to subtlety in content and technique; the use of
illustrative narrative devices as in the folk-art mode; a discarding of 'formalised and academic' parameters of painting; an
application of distorted perspectives and 'symbolic' colour-schemes, rather than realism, in a manner often used by children,
the unschooled, or tribals; the repeated use of pattern-making and the aspect of art-decoratif involving folk motifs and design;
and a subjective absorption in one's own inner mindscape, or the personal psychic realm. In Art, this is a realm that visually
illustrates extreme mental states, elaborate fantasy-worlds, and unconventional notions.
A self-taught painter, the Pune-born Puri, born in 1964, worked as a Flight Attendant for Air-India for nine years, but says she
had "painted ever since she can remember and has been a Caricaturist throughout school and college". After a long hiatus, Puri
resumed painting and exhibiting from 1998 at such venues as the Holiday Inn in Pune and at Gurgaon galleries, with intuition
guiding her imagery.
The first impact of Puri's multi-hued, crowded and intense oils on canvas conveys all the elements of a shockingly-vivid
palette and psychic self-absorption that are so intrinsic to the schools of Other Art and the Naive. The painter describes "rebeginning her painterly career on the morning of 8th January 1996 after a dream that literally told her what to do". She views
her artworks as fluctuating "from busy-ness to blandness, depending on the mental state one is in... they are simply a form of
communicating the varied emotions one feels as life unfolds with all its twists and turns. Sometimes I use colours opposing
what I am actually feeling: bright tones when I am really in a dark space, and so on. " Her entire approach tallies uncannily with
the theories delineating the genre 'Outsider Art'.
The term Outsider Art was coined by the art critic Roger Cardinal in 1972 as an English synonym for the French 'Art Brut',
notably 'raw art,' or 'rough art': a terminology created by the French artist Jean Dubuffet to define "Art that is created outside the
boundaries of official culture." Interestingly, Dubuffet's analysis of Art Brut, Outsider Art, as a contemporary art-genre,
initially centred around art made by individuals who have no real contact or awareness of the mainstream world; many of

whom were interred in hospitals for treatment of psychological ailments. In many cases, such meaningful and spontaneous
artworks that were disregarded during their psychologically-troubled lives were only discovered and analysed after the artists'
deaths.

Here, peacocks, parakeets and domestic cats co-exist peacefully with solitary, free women in Pagan gardens. The painter's
visualisation of these spectral gardens bears the hallucinogenic effect of Pop art, transporting one away from the ominous,
neurotic entrapments of her previous sharp-edged, closed-in GRILLINGS and HIGH-RISES.

This raises the pertinent query: What constitutes entrapment and 'institutionalisation' for human beings? Are not all social
mores and expectations merely elements of such enforced 'institutionalisation' --- formalities that aim to fetter the human soul,
leading the mind towards the steep edge of disturbance? Therefore, what are the boundaries of visual acceptability in art?

Puri's 'GODS AND GODDESSES' section depicts Radha and Krishna in 'human' forms who seem to struggle and cavort
playfully like all-too-HUMAN beings, within frames too densely-crowded to arrive at distant meditative realms. Divinities,
too, seem entrapped here by our urban nightmares, employing humour as a tool to deal with all its incumbent traumas! These
quirky figurations of the 'Divine' seem to merge into their earthly backdrop and become design-elements, rather than stand out
as Divinities. The 'Divine' here, in a sense, becomes 'Design'!

Clearly, there is something within the painter Vallery Puri's mind that longs to break free of claustrophobic constraints,
ironically, VIA her tightly-boxed, breathless canvasses --- and, by escaping into a primitive paintbox-palette, to undo the
terrible loss of innocence in adulthood; to re-enter a childhood realm or a fairy-tale world where raw, primary, un-blended
colours can perhaps 'simplify' the far darker, more complex codes of life's bitter truths and tragic experiential realities.
Such art indicates that beneath all the trappings of modern living lurks a silent scream: the angst of Edvard Munch's painting by
the same name, The Scream. This angst lurks beneath the painter's determined effort to 'keep up a cheerful front and smile'! As
an observant art-analyst for over two decades, I detect, beneath Puri's seemingly-'bright' child's-paintbox oeuvre, outpourings
of a turbulent, tumultuous, crowded palette --- another injured, searching urban voice crying out for re-beginning, as if with a
new alphabet.
Interestingly, since 1993, New York has hosted an annual 'Outsider Art Fair', being a metropolis that harbours the furtive
imaginations of thousands of wounded souls. New Delhi and Mumbai are no less inhabited by such angst-laden spirits longing
for creative expression. Manhattan has recognised the aesthetic language of the 'outsider' and the 'stranger,' as embodied by
previous European Existential writers such as Camus and Kafka. Such critical examination and aesthetic categorisation has
not yet been applied in India, to generate a deeper understanding of many recent works in Indian contemporary-art language
that are resonant with disturbing nuances. It is towards such a greater definition of Indian-Outsider and Naivist Art that I am
making this analytical beginning via Puri's oeuvre.
Of the three categories in Puri's current exhibition called 'ONE BILLION PLUS', it is the group 'URBANESQUE' that is the
most original and impactful. Its visualisations of crowded, breathless, multi-religious Indian cityscapes manage to formulate a
credible metaphor: they accurately mirror the painter's own turbulent mindscape. Tangles of dangerous electric wires crisscross these canvasses, disturbingly enmeshing all the entrapped trees, skies and buildings of a jagged, jostling, neurotic
environment where cows must tussle with cars; where humans, piled upon each other, en masse in impersonal crowds, must
bear the added burden and pressure of box-like buildings enclosing them even further within their inescapable urban confines.
These quaintly-intricate paintings with self-explanatory titles such as BURSTING, COWS CARS & CONDOMINIUMS,
HUTS & HIGHRISES, GRILLING, WIRED, and TRAFFIC JAM express this anxious urban claustrophobia most
effectively with their Naive intricacy and graphic intensity. Their neon-like palette --- deceptively folksy --- mirrors a
Millennial frenzy of a multitude of forms whereby the painter has documented all the kitschy, mad mayhem of Indian cities. In
one of her renditions, Puri graphically incorporates shop-signboards, bus-numberplates, tilting auto-rickshaws and crashhelmeted motorcyclists along with plaintive cows and striped road-markers, all thrown together on the canvas in a vivid kind
of mayhem.
Second on the scale in terms of painterly impact is Puri's segment of artworks entitled 'DREAMS', where her BIRDS,
BUTTERFLIES AND BEES seem to echo the Fauvist wildness of Henri Rousseau in expressing a trapped soul that longs for
release from all this urban grime into an imaginary but elusive Eden.

Playfulness remains integral to many fine folk and rural depictions of divinities; however, the delineations of the actual icons
represented in Folk-religious art are always sharper and more focussed than their backdrops, in order for the viewer to
experience transcendence and repose. In this series, however, Puri seems to wish to bring Indian icons down to earth.
In summation, the painter has embarked upon a rather challenging oeuvre that calls for discipline and rigorous
experimentation in order to fully manifest all its Indian-Fauvist potential. However playful the apparent tonalities,
communicating in a contemporary visual language is a serious matter. The artist is therefore to be encouraged for her
experiments in a modern, urban and personalised visual language --- one that departs from conventional and outdated notions
of the painterly. What we would look forward to in the future from Vallery Puri is the evolution of a more mature 'Indian-Urban
Naivist' idiom.

SRIMATI LAL
Artist, Writer, Columnist & Curator

One Billion Plus
Yesterday is but a dream
Tomorrow is only a vision
Today well lived
Makes yesterday a dream of happiness
And tomorrow a vision of hope……
Kalidasa
“Art enables us to loose ourselves and find ourselves at the same time - Thomas Martin
“Art as they say is a reflection of reality”. In the land of our birth One Billion Plus brings to mind our population.
People, people everywhere of all shapes and sizes, watching as their world explodes around them.
More people equals to an ever increasing need of every kind. More housing, water, power, transport, schools, medical
care, infra-structure, food, space, even air……The list is endless. Endless needs lead to multiple side effects of
pollution, drying water sources, deforestation, disease to name a few and there are multiple side effects to these as
well. We breathe in fumes from a billion plus vehicles, we live surrounded by increasing piles of garbage of all types--“Totally Toxic”. We are then vulnerable to numerous new diseases that invade our bodies, minds and souls. We are
bursting from every possible seam….
This Theme includes three subjects , Dreams, Gods and Goddesses and Urbanesque. The three series attempt to
highlight this plight that we find ourselves in. I have tried to capture the chaos and cacophony both within and without
in a more lighter, caricaturistic way. We try to assuage this problem in many different ways---sporadically with flashes
of hope, but it feels like a drop in the ocean-----intangible----lost in the largeness…
One Billion Plus should have been a prequel to my previous exhibition “Where have all the forests gone”, as it is the
need for MORE of everything that led to the depletion of our forests. Both themes speak of depletion and
multiplication, both causing severe stress to our planet.
One Billion Plus is a number -----from the number of people to the number of hair on their heads to the number of
thoughts that race through our minds to the number of imaginary stories that give magical momentum to our
creativity……
“I look before and after and pine for what is not”…
A good day almost always follows a bad one, and I have hope that someday we will have a billion plus of those……..
My current repertoire is a manifestation of all this and more.

Urbanesque

Urbanesque
“Art is the lie that enables us to realize the truth” – Pablo Picasso
Is this a city we live in or an illusion of a city? In reality we are stuck in
a traffic jam………constantly!!
Crowds, construction, cars, cows all engulfed in grey colour
Traffic, trucks, tractors and treeless terror
Drilling drones digging and dust
Screeching breaks, honking horns, moaning buses and groaning
flyovers
Grunts and groans of an evergrowing giant city.
I look
I watch
I wonder
How did we do this to ourselves
Homes, highrises, huts, traffic, lost animals and birds, churches,
mosques, mandirs, wires, cables, power towers…………..we have an
overdose of everything.
In the midst of grey, I see colour…………perhaps a sign of hope for a
tomorrow that will be brighter with every next tomorrow

Cars, Cows and Condominiums

4 x 4 ft | Oil on Canvas

Huts and Highrises

30" x 48" | Oil on Canvas
Bursting

3 x 3 ft | Oil on Canvas

Traffic Jam

3 x 4 ft | Oil on Canvas

Grilling

3 x 4 ft | Oil on Canvas

Wired I
2 x 4 ft | Oil on Canvas
Huts, Houses and Highrises

3 x 4 ft | Oil on Canvas

Wired II

Church, Mosque and Mandir

2 x 3 ft | Oil on Canvas

2 x 4 ft | Oil on Canvas

Gods & Goddesses

Barred

2 x 2 ft | Oil on Canvas

Gods & Goddesses
Yet another manifestation of our imagination. Heroic tales of beautiful
people who did the most amazing, miraculous deeds., who, in our
minds are perfect----- Our Gods and Goddesses. Apparently there are
around 300 million deities that are revered from amongst our one
billion plus.
Totally in over abundance, these mythical, magical characters who
inspire us to create-----be it music, dance, art or architecture. We have
exalted them, placed them on pedestals and aspired to be as like them
as possible for centuries. Stories, myths, legends, that surround our
Gods and Goddesses depict them to have characters, personalities,
behavior which is intrinsically human. In these works, they are shown
enjoying the everyday and the ordinary. Romancing, teasing, dancing,
singing, loving, laughing, celebrating…….
A gentle reminder that perhaps life was meant to be all of this…….

The Celebration

4x4 ft | Oil on Canvas

Romancing Radha

3 x 3 ft | Oil on Canvas

Dancing Gopi's, Krishna and Cows

3 x 3 ft | Oil on Canvas

Watching Krishna

3 x 3 ft | Oil on Canvas

Radha

2 x 3 ft | Oil on Canvas

Kali (in green)

3 x 3 ft | Oil on Canvas

Kali Amidst Flowers

30" x 36" | Oil on Canvas

Shiva and Family

3 x 4 ft | Oil on Canvas

The Dancer and the Flautist

3 x 4 ft | Oil on Canvas

Shiva and Sati

30" x 40" | Oil on Canvas

Dancing Devi

30" x 48" | Oil on Canvas

Dreams
“Everything you can imagine is real’—Pablo Picasso

We all dream.

Dreams

Our dreams don’t take up space, crowd or pollute our breathing air or
cause any harm. In fact they inspire us to move mountains and create a
more wonderful world.
Dreams open up closed minds and make us wander in the realms of
magic and miracles. Strangely many dreams become our miraculous
realities just by simply willing them to be. So dream on...
I have painted a few of my own...
the world around me, as I’d like it to be...

Birds, Beetles, Butterflies and Bees

4 x 4 ft | Oil on Canvas

Birds and Butterflies

3 x 3 ft | Oil on Canvas

Making Magic

Imagine

3 x 3 ft | Oil on Canvas

3 x 4 ft | Oil on Canvas

Peacock on a Purple Tree

30" x 40" | Oil on Canvas

Butterfly Blessing

2 x 2 ft | Oil on Canvas

Flowers on My Face

2 x 2 ft | Oil on Canvas

Daydreaming I

2 x 2 ft | Oil on Canvas

Daydreaming II

2 x 2 ft | Oil on Canvas

Shadow on the Stairs

2 x 2 ft | Oil on Canvas

Quill & Canvas
Quill And Canvas has been a significant presence on the art scene of Gurgaon
for close to 10 years now. It has been present as a bookstore and art gallery in

Deeply Grateful to:

the chic and happening Galleria complex since 2002. In 2010, it opened its
second and much larger premises in the South Point Mall on Golf Course Road.

Manu and Pashi Dogra, Dilip Puri, Prahlad Puri, ArjunPuri, Aditya Dogra (my

This outlet, on a sprawling 2600 sq ft space, focuses on paintings, sculpture,

brother, who has been collecting my art for years and proudly hangs it on the

photography, unique lifestyle products and absolutely the best in books.

walls of his resort in Diu), Lavanya Pasricha (my ever adoring sister), Iskander
Lalljee ( very dear friend and my first ever buyer who had faith in my work even

Quill And Canvas has played host to the works of some of the best Indian

before I did ! ), Puja Gupta (My first Curator in Gurgaon who although not here,

contemporary artists, sculptors and art photographers. Additionally, it has been

continues to help me long distance). Mohit Lal (very dear childhood friend who

the venue of book events, including launches and celebratory events,

trusted my abilities to sponsor my show even without seeing my current

sponsored by leading publishers of the land. Art and book events at Quill And

work!), Anjali Mehra, Meena Bhatia and her team at Le Meridien, Shobha

Canvas have been the highlights of the cultural life of Gurgaon. Quill And

Sengupta from Quill and Canvas, Prasad Deshpande, Neeraj Kodesia and his

Canvas remains committed to promoting art and culture in Delhi NCR.

team at Premier Printers, Anand Prakash, Jit Kumar, Suneet Chopra, Srimati
Lal, …………….all my friends, family, students, buyers and art admirers who

Shobha Sengupta, proprietor of Quill And Canvas, is a connoisseur of art,

encourage me along on this journey…

beside being an accomplished wordsmith. She excels in spotting talent in less
known artists and promoting them and their works through her two galleries.

Lastly and not leastly, Jyotsna, Sarija, and Geisha my cat and 'constant

She has also been a regular contributor to some of the leading publications of

companion'…

the country.

